PRESS RELEASE - September 16th 202
Night Sky 8 - Designed for iOS/iPadOS 14 and watchOS
Night Sky app adds BILLIONS of stars
Night Sky - the world famous stargazing app, has today launched its biggest update in 9 years by
adding 1.7 BILLION accurately mapped stars to the app!
Along with additional new features such as Starlink String Flyover Noti cations, a new Night Sky
Widget designed for iOS/iPadOS 14, a sharable Night Sky Watch Face for watchOS 7, and many
other features. Night Sky also debuts in 18 new languages in Night Sky 8, making it available in all
36 languages the App Store supports

WHATS NEW?
+ BILLIONS OF STARS! (Premium Feature) - Space is vast, so Night Sky has been hyper
charged in Night Sky 8 with over 1.7 BILLION ACCURATELY MAPPED STARS streamed from the
cloud! With a new super deep zoom greater than 10X before, prepare to delve deeper into space
than ever before
+ NEW - STARLINK STRING FLYOVER NOTIFICATIONS - Get noti ed when a string of the
recently launched Starlink satellites are about to yover your current location!
+ NEW - NIGHT SKY WIDGET - Add the beautiful new Night Sky Widget new for iOS 14.
Available in multiple sizes get relevant data to your location on satellite yovers, conditions, and
your favorite objects
+ NEW - NIGHT SKY WATCH FACE - A new Watch face designed to bring all your Night Sky
complications to your wrist in watchOS 7! Share it with others directly from Night Sky
+ NEW - 18 NEW LANGUAGES - Night Sky now fully supports every language on the App Store!
New support for Catalan, Croatian, Czech, Danish, Dutch, Finnish, Greek, Hindi, Hungarian,
Indonesian, Malay, Norwegian, Romanian, Slovak, Swedish, Thai, Ukrainian and Vietnamese
+ IMPROVED MAPS STYLE UI - A clean and familiar interface with Search features and new main
menu, including Quick Find, intelligent Night Red Mode, Light Pollution indicator and easy to use
menu, prepare to navigate Night Sky quicker than ever before
+ UPDATED AR GRAND ORRERY (Premium Feature) - Walk around the entire Solar System
using the newly refreshed interactive Grand Orrery that morphs out of the Sky View
+ ADLER PLANETARIUM APP CLIP - We’ve worked in collaboration with the Adler Planetarium in
Chicago to bring a AR experience to visitors. Raise Night Sky to labelled objects to view
immersive content, and interact with 3D models. Get a taste upon arrival with the new Adler App
Clip on iOS 14!
“Night Sky 8 was probably one of our biggest challenges to date, delivering 1.7 BILLION stars to the
palm of your hand! This amount of data is truly vast, and it makes Night Sky one of the most insightful and
most powerful apps available on the App Store. We’ve also made this amount of data more accessible
than ever before, by adding 18 new languages to Night Sky. This makes Night Sky available in all 36
languages the App Store supports!”
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- Andy Weekes, Founder & Company Director, iCandi Apps

iCandi Apps was founded in 2008 by Andy Weekes, after he was inspired by the
introduction of the App Store by Steve Jobs. Andy went from being a school teacher to
creating one of the most successful reference apps in the world. Having achieved number
one ranking in numerous markets, Andy has seen success he couldn't have even dreamed
of. With the launch of Night Sky 8 with over 1.7 BILLION stars, Night Sky becomes one of
the most insightful and powerful apps available on the App Store today
Night Sky 8 is available to download for iOS, iPadOS and watchOS from the App Store
from September 16th 2020 https://itunes.apple.com/app/night-sky/id475772902?mt=8
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MORE INFORMATION AVAILABLE ON NightSky.com

